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HOME

English

Foundation

Go for an alphabet hunt
around your home! Look
for items that have each
letter of the alphabet on
them. In your journal,
draw a picture of 5 items
that you found. Be sure to
include the letter that was
on each one.

Make a list of words that
rhyme with FUN. Then,
make a list of words that
rhyme with DOG. Try to
think of at least 5 words
for each one. Which
word did you find more
rhyming words for?

Draw a picture of 10
items you have in your
home. Count the number
of syllables in each word.
Write the number beside
each drawing.

Using finger puppets, act
out your favourite book
to a family member.
Ask them questions
afterwards about who
the characters are and
what they are doing.

Write your name on a
piece of paper. Cut out
each letter and see how
many words you can
make. Write them down
in your journal. Can you
make at least 5 words?

Make a how-to video
explaining how to hold
a book and how to turn
its pages correctly. Be
sure to start the video by
naming the parts of a
book for those who might
not know.

Open up the refrigerator
and name all of the fruits
and vegetables that are
inside. In your journal,
draw and label the fruits
on the left side of the
page and vegetables on
the right side.

Make a list of words that
have -AT in them, e.g.
SAT and PAT. Be sure
and try each letter in the
alphabet when making
your words!

Draw a picture of your
favourite animal. Write
about why you like it.

Invent a monster. Draw a
picture of what the new
monster will look like.
Describe its features and
where it will live.

Walk around your home
and find an item that
is: bumpy, soft, smooth,
hard, cold, scratchy,
rough, and slimy. Draw
a picture of each item
and write the texture that
describes it.

Think of your favorite
picture book. Draw a
picture of the setting.
Be sure your drawing
completely describes
when and where the story
takes place. Write the title
of the book at the top of
the page.
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Maths
maths

Foundation

Grab a handful of
objects, e.g. coins, beads,
marbles, cereal, etc.
Guess how many there
are. Are you close to your
guess? Write down your
guess and the actual
number. Repeat 10 times.

Draw a picture that
includes 2 circles, 3
triangles, 5 rectangles,
and 1 square. Show a
family member and see
if they can find all of
the shapes.

Toss 10 coins into the
air. Make a tally chart
showing how many
landed on heads and
how many landed on
tails. Use the data to
create a picture graph.

Grab 10 objects, e.g.
coins, dried beans, beads,
or marbles. Using these
items, find 5 different
ways to make 10. Draw
a picture showing
each way.

Look for numbers inside
and outside of your home.
Find 5 places you see a
number. Draw a picture
showing where you found
each one. Be sure to
include the number in
your picture.

Draw and label a picture
of your family in order
from tallest to shortest.

How many times can
you bounce a ball in one
minute? Have a family
member time you. Be
sure and count out loud.
Do it again and try to
beat that number.

Look out the window or
go outside. Set a timer
for 5 minutes. Count the
number of birds you see.
Make a tally chart so you
don’t lose count. How
many birds did you see?
Is your number more
than 20?

Count all of the doors
in your home. Count
all of the windows in
your home. In your
journal, compare these
two numbers using
comparative language,
e.g. is more than, is less
than, is equal to.

Find some small objects,
e.g. dried beans, beads,
cereal, etc. Using the
objects, create a square,
circle, triangle, and
rectangle. Count the
number of objects it took
to make each shape.
Which one took more?

Go on a 3D object hunt
around your home! Find
an item that is a cylinder,
a sphere, a cone, and
a cube. Draw and label
each one in your journal.

Go outside and stand
at your door. With each
step you take, count
backwards from 30.
Where do you end up
when you say 0? Draw
a picture in your journal
showing the path
you took.
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Other areas

Foundation

Look outside your
window or go outside.
Draw a picture of 5
living things that you
see.

Sit down crisscross on
the floor. Listen to a
picture book online.
Each time you hear the
word ‘the’, stand up,
jump 3 times, and sit
back down.

In your journal, draw
a picture of something
that makes you happy.
It can be a person,
an object, or even an
experience!

With a family member,
practice saying the
National Anthem.

Spend some time
colouring the frog
colouring sheet.

Have a dance party!
Put on your favourite
song, turn off the lights,
and make up a dance
for the entire song.

Build a fort with
blankets, pillows,
and sturdy furniture.
Pretend you are the
king of your own
kingdom and this is
your palace.

Colour and cut out the
jellyfish. Fold. Tape
or staple around the
jellyfish, leaving the
bottom open. Stuff
paper inside. Use
streamers or coloured
paper as the tentacles.

Make a paper bag
pirate puppet using a
small paper bag and
the pirate templates.
Put on a show for your
family using your new
pirate puppet.

Make a cereal necklace
with string and cereal.
Count the number of
pieces you put on your
necklace. Have an
adult tie it around your
neck and have a snack
whenever you’d like!

Go outside and collect
15 rocks. Sort the rocks
by: colour, size, texture,
and shape. Choose one
way you sorted and
draw a picture of it in
your journal.

Have a family member
read the information
about your country’s
flag. Then, colour the
flag in the correct
order.

Awesome Animal Puppets
Print these cute, colourful puppets on card, cut them out and attach them to craft sticks. Alternatively, print on paper and use the attached
paper strip to create finger puppets. Students can use them for creative play, drama or as visual cues for narrative texts, poetry and plays.

Awesome Animal Puppets
Print these cute, colourful puppets on card, cut them out and attach them to craft sticks. Alternatively, print on paper and use the attached
paper strip to create finger puppets. Students can use them for creative play, drama or as visual cues for narrative texts, poetry and plays.

Writing Template - Lower Years

Writing Template - Primary Grades

By:

2-D Shapes

Circle

Square

Triangle

Quadrilateral

Trapezium

Rectangle

Rhombus

Oval

Parallelogram

Pentagon

Hexagon

Octagon

3-D Figures

Cube

Triangular
Based Pyramid

Cylinder
Sphere

Rectangular Prism
Cone
Square Based
Pyramid

Triangular
Prism

Title:

Key:

Question:

=

Title:

Key:

Question:

=

Fold Line

Fold Line

PAPER BAG PIRATES
Use these templates to create your own paper bag pirate puppet.

The Australian Flag

Union Jack - symbolises
our historic link to the
British Empire.

Commonwealth Star - six
points of the Star represent
the six original states of
Australia, while the seventh
point represents the
territories and any other
future states.

Southern Cross - is one of
the most distinctive
constellations visible in the
Southern Hemisphere, and
has been used to represent
Australia since the early
days of British settlement.

